Christianizing Egypt Syncretism And Local
Worlds I
Right here, we have countless book christianizing egypt syncretism and local
worlds i and collections to check out. We additionally offer variant types and
after that type of the books to browse. The conventional book, fiction,
history, novel, scientific research, as capably as various supplementary sorts
of books are readily easy to use here.
As this christianizing egypt syncretism and local worlds i, it ends stirring
instinctive one of the favored books christianizing egypt syncretism and local
worlds i collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website
to look the amazing book to have.

Lived Religion in the Ancient Mediterranean World Valentino Gasparini
2020-04-06 The Lived Ancient Religion project has radically changed
perspectives on ancient religions and their supposedly personal or public
character. This volume applies and further develops these methodological tools,
new perspectives and new questions. The religious transformations of the Roman
Imperial period appear in new light and more nuances by comparative
confrontation and the integration of many disciplines. The contributions are
written by specialists from a variety of disciplinary contexts (Jewish Studies,
Theology, Classics, Early Christian Studies) dealing with the history of
religion of the Mediterranean, West-Asian, and European area from the (late)
Hellenistic period to the (early) Middle Ages and shaped by their intensive
exchange. From the point of view of their respective fields of research, the
contributors engage with discourses on agency, embodiment, appropriation and
experience. They present innovative research in four fields also of theoretical
debate, which are “Experiencing the Religious”, “Switching the Code”, „A Thing
Called Body“ and “Commemorating the Moment”.
The Gnostic World Garry W. Trompf 2018-10-03 The Gnostic World is an
outstanding guide to Gnosticism, written by a distinguished international team
of experts to explore Gnostic movements from the distant past until today.
These themes are examined across sixty-seven chapters in a variety of contexts,
from the ancient pre-Christian to the contemporary. The volume considers the
intersection of Gnosticism with Jewish, Christian, Islamic and Indic practices
and beliefs, and also with new religious movements, such as Theosophy,
Scientology, Western Sufism, and the Nation of Islam. This comprehensive
handbook will be an invaluable resource for religious studies students,
scholars, and researchers of Gnostic doctrine and history.
Facing West David R. Swartz 2020 "The dramatic growth of Christianity around
the world in the last century has shifted the balance of power within the faith
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away from the traditional strongholds of Europe and the United States to the
Global South. While we typically imagine Western missionaries carrying religion
to the ends of the earth, David R. Swartz shows that the line of influence has
often run the other way, as evangelicals in nations such as Korea, India, and
Uganda shaped the American church from abroad. Swartz tells stories of
evangelicals crossing national boundaries, offering new insights into a
tradition that imagines itself as simultaneously American and part of a global
communion"-Passionately Human, No Less Divine Wallace Denino Best 2005 The Great Migration
was the most significant event in black life since emancipation and
Reconstruction. Passionately Human, No Less Divine analyzes the various ways
black southerners transformed African American religion in Chicago during their
Great Migration northward. A work of religious, urban, and social history, it
is the first book-length analysis of the new religious practices and traditions
in Chicago that were stimulated by migration and urbanization. The book
illustrates how the migration launched a new sacred order among blacks in the
city that reflected aspects of both Southern black religion and modern city
life. This new sacred order was also largely female as African American women
constituted more than 70 percent of the membership in most black Protestant
churches. Ultimately, Wallace Best demonstrates how black southerners imparted
a folk religious sensibility to Chicago's black churches. In doing so, they
ironically recast conceptions of modern, urban African American religion in
terms that signified the rural past. In the same way that working class
cultural idioms such as jazz and the blues emerged in the secular arena as a
means to represent black modernity, he says, African American religion in
Chicago, with its negotiation between the past, the present, rural and urban,
revealed African American religion in modern form.
Crossing Confessional Boundaries John Renard 2020-01-28 Arguably the single
most important element in Abrahamic cross-confessional relations has been an
ongoing mutual interest in perennial spiritual and ethical exemplars of one
another’s communities. Ranging from Late Antiquity through the Middle Ages,
Crossing Confessional Boundaries explores the complex roles played by saints,
sages, and Friends of God in the communal and intercommunal lives of
Christians, Muslims, and Jews across the Mediterranean world, from Spain and
North Africa to the Middle East to the Balkans. By examining these stories in
their broad institutional, social, and cultural contexts, Crossing Confessional
Boundaries reveals unique theological insights into the interlocking histories
of the Abrahamic faiths.
Graeco-Egyptian Interactions Ian Rutherford 2016-02-18 Contact and interaction
between Greek and Egyptian culture can be traced in different forms over more
than a millennium. Comprising fourteen chapters written by experts in the
field, this volume examines this cultural interaction, focusing in particular
on literature and textual culture, and covering a wide range of topics such as
religion (such as prophecy, hymns, and magic), philosophy, historiography,
romance, and translation.
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Evil Incarnate David Frankfurter 2018-06-05 In the 1980s, America was gripped
by widespread panics about Satanic cults. Conspiracy theories abounded about
groups who were allegedly abusing children in day-care centers, impregnating
girls for infant sacrifice, brainwashing adults, and even controlling the
highest levels of government. As historian of religions David Frankfurter
listened to these sinister theories, it occurred to him how strikingly similar
they were to those that swept parts of the early Christian world, early modern
Europe, and postcolonial Africa. He began to investigate the social and
psychological patterns that give rise to these myths. Thus was born Evil
Incarnate, a riveting analysis of the mythology of evilconspiracy. The first
work to provide an in-depth analysis of the topic, the book uses anthropology,
the history of religion, sociology, and psychoanalytic theory, to answer the
questions "What causes people collectively to envision evil and seek to
exterminate it?" and "Why does the representation of evil recur in such typical
patterns?" Frankfurter guides the reader through such diverse subjects as
witch-hunting, the origins of demonology, cannibalism, and the rumors of Jewish
ritual murder, demonstrating how societies have long expanded upon their fears
of such atrocities to address a collective anxiety. Thus, he maintains, panics
over modern-day infant sacrifice are really not so different from rumors about
early Christians engaging in infant feasts during the second and third
centuries in Rome. In Evil Incarnate, Frankfurter deepens historical awareness
that stories of Satanic atrocities are both inventions of the mind and
perennial phenomena, not authentic criminal events. True evil, as he so
artfully demonstrates, is not something organized and corrupting, but rather a
social construction that inspires people to brutal acts in the name of moral
order.
Egyptianizing Figurines from Delos Caitlín Barrett 2011-09-20 This book
investigates Hellenistic popular religion through an interdisciplinary study of
figurines of Egyptian deities from Delos. The results offer a new perspective
on Hellenistic reinterpretations of Egyptian religion, as well as the
relationship between “popular” and “official” cults.
Monasteries and the Care of Souls in Late Antique Christianity Paul Dilley
2017-09-07 This book explores the personal practices and group rituals for
monitoring and training the thoughts of ancient Christian monks. It focuses on
the earliest sources for communal monasticism, many translated into English for
the first time, while drawing on cognitive studies to understand key
disciplines like prayer and collective repentance.
Religion in Roman Egypt David Frankfurter 1998 This exploration of cultural
resilience examines the complex fate of classical Egyptian religion during the
centuries from the period when Christianity first made its appearance in Egypt
to when it became the region's dominant religion (roughly 100 to 600 C.E.
Taking into account the full range of witnesses to continuing native piety-from papyri and saints' lives to archaeology and terracotta figurines--and
drawing on anthropological studies of folk religion, David Frankfurter argues
that the religion of Pharonic Egypt did not die out as early as has been
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supposed but was instead relegated from political centers to village and home,
where it continued a vigorous existence for centuries. In analyzing the fate of
the Egyptian oracle and of the priesthoods, the function of magical texts, and
the dynamics of domestic cults, Frankfurter describes how an ancient culture
maintained itself while also being transformed through influences such as
Hellenism, Roman government, and Christian dominance. Recognizing the special
characteristics of Egypt, which differentiated it from the other Mediterranean
cultures that were undergoing simultaneous social and political changes, he
departs from the traditional "decline of paganism/triumph of Christianity"
model most often used to describe the Roman period. By revealing late Egyptian
religion in its Egyptian historical context, he moves us away from scenarios of
Christian triumph and shows us how long and how energetically pagan worship
survived.
A Companion to Greco-Roman and Late Antique Egypt Katelijn Vandorpe 2019-06-05
An authoritative and multidisciplinary Companion to Egypt during the
Greco‑Roman and Late Antique period With contributions from noted authorities
in the field, A Companion to Greco-Roman and Late Antique Egypt offers a
comprehensive resource that covers almost 1000 years of Egyptian history,
starting with the liberation of Egypt from Persian rule by Alexander the Great
in 332 BC and ending in AD 642, when Arab rule started in the Nile country. The
Companion takes a largely sociological perspective and includes a section on
life portraits at the end of each part. The theme of identity in a
multicultural environment and a chapter on the quality of life of Egypt's
inhabitants clearly illustrate this objective. The authors put the emphasis on
the changes that occurred in the Greco-Roman and Late Antique periods, as
illustrated by such topics as: Traditional religious life challenged; Governing
a country with a past: between tradition and innovation; and Creative minds in
theory and praxis. This important resource: Discusses how Egypt became part of
a globalizing world in Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine times Explores notable
innovations by the Ptolemies and Romans Puts the focus on the longue durée
development Offers a thematic and multidisciplinary approach to the subject,
bringing together scholars of different disciplines Contains life portraits in
which various aspects and themes of people’s daily life in Egypt are discussed
Written for academics and students of the Greco-Roman and Late Antique Egypt
period, this Companion offers a guide that is useful for students in the areas
of Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and New Testament studies.
Perspectives on Panopolis: An Egyptian town from Alexander the Great to the
Arab Conquest Egberts 2020-03-23 This volume of seventeen scholarly essays on
Graeco-Roman Panopolis (modern Akhmîm) offers fascinating new insights into how
profound religious and cultural changes took shape in a provincial Egyptian
town.
Fratelli Tutti Pope Francis 2020-11-05
Bringing Ritual to Mind Robert N. McCauley 2002-08-15 Bringing Ritual to Mind
explores the psychological foundations of religious ritual systems.
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Participants must recall their rituals well enough to ensure a sense of
continuity across performances, and those rituals must motivate them to
transmit and re-perform them. Most religious rituals the world over exploit
either high performance frequency or extraordinary emotional stimulation (but
not both) to enhance their recollection (literacy does not affect this).
McCauley and Lawson argue that participants' cognitive representations of
ritual form explain why. Reviewing a wide range of evidence, they explain
religions' evolution.
The Oxford Handbook of Ancient Greek Religion Esther Eidinow 2015 This handbook
offers both students and teachers of ancient Greek religion a comprehensive
overview of the current state of scholarship in the subject, from the Archaic
to the Hellenistic periods. It not only presents key information, but also
explores the ways in which such information is gathered and the different
approaches that have shaped the area. In doing so, the volume provides a
crucial research and orientation tool for students of the ancient world, and
also makes a vital contribution to the key debates surrounding the
conceptualization of ancient Greek religion. The handbook's initial chapters
lay out the key dimensions of ancient Greek religion, approaches to evidence,
and the representations of myths. The following chapters discuss the
continuities and differences between religious practices in different cultures,
including Egypt, the Near East, the Black Sea, and Bactria and India. The range
of contributions emphasizes the diversity of relationships between mortals and
the supernatural - in all their manifestations, across, between, and beyond
ancient Greek cultures - and draws attention to religious activities as
dynamic, highlighting how they changed over time, place, and context.
Christianizing Egypt David Frankfurter 2021-06-08 How does a culture become
Christian, especially one that is heir to such ancient traditions and
spectacular monuments as Egypt? This book offers a new model for envisioning
the process of Christianization by looking at the construction of Christianity
in the various social and creative worlds active in Egyptian culture during
late antiquity. As David Frankfurter shows, members of these different social
and creative worlds came to create different forms of Christianity according to
their specific interests, their traditional idioms, and their sense of what the
religion could offer. Reintroducing the term “syncretism” for the inevitable
and continuous process by which a religion is acculturated, the book addresses
the various formations of Egyptian Christianity that developed in the domestic
sphere, the worlds of holy men and saints’ shrines, the work of craftsmen and
artisans, the culture of monastic scribes, and the reimagination of the
landscape itself, through processions, architecture, and the potent remains of
the past. Drawing on sermons and magical texts, saints’ lives and figurines,
letters and amulets, and comparisons with Christianization elsewhere in the
Roman empire and beyond, Christianizing Egypt reconceives religious change—from
the “conversion” of hearts and minds to the selective incorporation and
application of strategies for protection, authority, and efficacy, and for
imagining the environment.
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African American Readings of Paul Lisa M. Bowens 2020-10-13 The letters of
Paul—especially the verse in Ephesians directing slaves to obey their
masters—played an enormous role in promoting slavery and justifying it as a
Christian practice. Yet despite this reality African Americans throughout
history still utilized Paul extensively in their own work to protest and resist
oppression, responding to his theology and teachings in numerous—often starkly
divergent and liberative—ways. In the first book of its kind, Lisa Bowens takes
a historical, theological, and biblical approach to explore interpretations of
Paul within African American communities over the past few centuries. She
surveys a wealth of primary sources from the early 1700s to the mid-twentieth
century, including sermons, conversion stories, slave petitions, and
autobiographies of ex-slaves, many of which introduce readers to previously
unknown names in the history of New Testament interpretation. Along with their
hermeneutical value, these texts also provide fresh documentation of Black
religious life through wide swaths of American history. African American
Readings of Paul promises to change the landscape of Pauline studies and fill
an important gap in the rising field of reception history.
American Jesuits and the World John T. McGreevy 2018-11-13 At the start of the
nineteenth century, the Jesuits seemed fated for oblivion. Dissolved as a
religious order in 1773 by one pope, they were restored in 1814 by another, but
with only six hundred aged members. Yet a century later, the Jesuits numbered
seventeen thousand men and were at the vanguard of the Catholic Church’s
expansion around the world. This book traces this nineteenth-century
resurgence, showing how Jesuits nurtured a Catholic modernity through a
disciplined counterculture of parishes, schools, and associations. Drawing on
archival materials from three continents, American Jesuits and the World tracks
Jesuits who left Europe for America and Jesuits who left the United States for
missionary ventures across the Pacific. Each chapter tells the story of a
revealing or controversial event, including the tarring and feathering of an
exiled Swiss Jesuit in Maine, the efforts of French Jesuits in Louisiana to
obtain Vatican approval of a miraculous healing, and the educational efforts of
American Jesuits in Manila. These stories reveal how the Jesuits not only
revived their own order but made modern Catholicism more global. The result is
a major contribution to modern global history and an invaluable examination of
the meaning of religious liberty in a pluralistic age.
Sacred Power, Sacred Space Jeanne Halgren Kilde 2008-07-21 Jeanne Halgren
Kilde's survey of church architecture is unlike any other. Her main concern is
not the buildings themselves, but rather the dynamic character of Christianity
and how church buildings shape and influence the religion. Kilde argues that a
primary function of church buildings is to represent and reify three different
types of power: divine power, or ideas about God; personal empowerment as
manifested in the individual's perceived relationship to the divine; and social
power, meaning the relationships between groups such as clergy and laity. Each
type intersects with notions of Christian creed, cult, and code, and is
represented spatially and materially in church buildings. Kilde explores these
categories chronologically, from the early church to the twentieth century. She
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considers the form, organization, and use of worship rooms; the location of
churches; and the interaction between churches and the wider culture. Church
buildings have been integral to Christianity, and Kilde's important study sheds
new light on the way they impact all aspects of the religion. Neither mere
witnesses to transformations of religious thought or nor simple backgrounds for
religious practice, church buildings are, in Kilde's view, dynamic participants
in religious change and goldmines of information on Christianity itself.
Daily Life in Late Antiquity Kristina Sessa 2018-07-31 This book introduces
readers to lived experience in the Late Roman Empire, from c.250-600 CE.
The Oxford Handbook of Early Christian Archaeology David K. Pettegrew 2019
"This handbook brings together work by leading scholars of the archaeology of
early Christianity in the Mediterranean and surrounding regions. The 34 essays
to this volume ground the history, culture, and society of the first seven
centuries of Christianity in the latest currents of archaeological method,
theory, and research."-Guide to the Study of Ancient Magic David Frankfurter 2019-03-19 This volume
seeks to advance the study of ancient magic through separate discussions of
ancient terms for ambiguous or illicit ritual, the ancient texts commonly
designated magical, and contexts in which the term magic may be used
descriptively.
And Man Created God Selina O'Grady 2013-03-26 At the time of Jesus' birth , the
world was full of gods. Thousands of them jostled, competed and merged with one
another. In Syria ecstatic devotees castrated themselves in the streets to
become priests of Atargatis In Galilee, holy men turned oil into wine, healed
the sick, drove out devils, and claimed to be the Messiah. Every day thousands
of people were leaving their family and tribes behind them and flocking into
brand new multi-ethnic cities. The ancient world was in ferment as it underwent
the first phase of globalisation, and in this ferment rulers and ruled turned
to religion as a source of order and stability. Augustus, the first emperor of
Rome (though he never dared officially to call himself so) was maneuvering his
way to becoming worshipped as a god – it was one of the most brilliant
makeovers ever undertaken by a ruler and his spin doctors. In North Africa,
Amanirenas the warrior queen exploited her god-like status to inspire her
armies to face and defeat Rome. In China the usurper Wang Mang won and lost his
throne because of his obsession with Confucianism. To explore the power that
religious belief has had over societies through the ages, Selina O'Grady takes
the reader on a dazzling journey across the empires of the ancient world and
introduces us to rulers, merchants, messiahs, priests and holy men. Throughout,
she seeks to answer why, amongst the countless religious options available, the
empires at the time of Jesus ‘chose' the religions they did? Why did China's
rulers hitch their fate to Confucianism, a philosophy more than a religion? And
why was a tiny Jewish cult led by Jesus eventually adopted by Rome's emperors
rather than the cult of Isis which was far more popular and widespread? The
Jesus cult , followed by no more than 100 people at the time of his death,
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should, by rights, have disappeared in a few generations. Instead it became the
official religion of the Roman Empire. Why did Christianity grow so quickly to
become the predominant world religion? What was it about its teachings that so
appealed to people? And Man Created God looks at why and how religions have had
such an immense impact on human history and in doing so uncovers the
ineradicable connection between politics and religion - a connection which
still defines us in our own age. This is an important, thrilling and necessary
new work of history.
Syncretism and Christian Tradition Ross Kane 2020-12-01 Syncretism has been a
part of Christianity from its very beginning, when early Christians expressed
Jesus' Aramaic teachings in the Greek language. Defined as the phenomena of
religious mixture, syncretism carries a range of connotations. In Christian
theology, use of syncretism shifted from a compliment during the Reformation to
an outright insult in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The term has a
history of being used as a neutral descriptor, a pejorative marker, and even a
celebration of indigenous agency. Its differing uses indicate the challenges of
interpreting religious mixture, challenges which today relate primarily to race
and revelation. Despite its pervasiveness across religious traditions,
syncretism is poorly understood and often misconceived. Ross Kane argues that
the history of syncretism's use accentuates wider interpretive problems,
drawing attention to attempts by Christian theologians to protect the category
of divine revelation from perceived human interference. Kane shows how the
fields of religious studies and theology have approached syncretism with a
racialized imagination still suffering the legacies of European colonialism.
Syncretism and Christian Tradition examines how the concept of race figures
into dominant religious traditions associated with imperialism, and reveals how
syncretism can act a vital means of the Holy Spirit's continuing revelation of
Jesus.
On Roman Religion Jörg Rüpke 2016-10-19 Was religious practice in ancient Rome
cultic and hostile to individual expression? Or was there, rather, considerable
latitude for individual initiative and creativity? Jörg Rüpke, one of the
world’s leading authorities on Roman religion, demonstrates in his new book
that it was a lived religion with individual appropriations evident at the
heart of such rituals as praying, dedicating, making vows, and reading. On
Roman Religion definitively dismantles previous approaches that depicted
religious practice as uniform and static. Juxtaposing very different,
strategic, and even subversive forms of individuality with traditions, their
normative claims, and their institutional protections, Rüpke highlights the
dynamic character of Rome’s religious institutions and traditions. In Rüpke’s
view, lived ancient religion is as much about variations or even outright
deviance as it is about attempts and failures to establish or change rules and
roles and to communicate them via priesthoods, practices related to images or
classified as magic, and literary practices. Rüpke analyzes observations of
religious experience by contemporary authors including Propertius, Ovid, and
the author of the "Shepherd of Hermas." These authors, in very different ways,
reflect on individual appropriation of religion among their contemporaries, and
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they offer these reflections to their readership or audiences. Rüpke also
concentrates on the ways in which literary texts and inscriptions informed the
practice of rituals.
Eschatology in Antiquity Hilary Marlow 2021-09-29 This collection of essays
explores the rhetoric and practices surrounding views on life after death and
the end of the world, including the fate of the individual, apocalyptic
speculation and hope for cosmological renewal, in a wide range of societies
from Ancient Mesopotamia to the Byzantine era. The 42 essays by leading
scholars in each field explore the rich spectrum of ways in which
eschatological understanding can be expressed, and for which purposes it can be
used. Readers will gain new insight into the historical contexts, details,
functions and impact of eschatological ideas and imagery in ancient texts and
material culture from the twenty-fifth century BCE to the ninth century CE.
Traditionally, the study of “eschatology” (and related concepts) has been
pursued mainly by scholars of Jewish and Christian scripture. By broadening the
disciplinary scope but remaining within the clearly defined geographical milieu
of the Mediterranean, this volume enables its readers to note comparisons and
contrasts, as well as exchanges of thought and transmission of eschatological
ideas across Antiquity. Cross-referencing, high quality illustrations and
extensive indexing contribute to a rich resource on a topic of contemporary
interest and relevance. Eschatology in Antiquity is aimed at readers from a
wide range of academic disciplines, as well as non-specialists including
seminary students and religious leaders. The primary audience will comprise
researchers in relevant fields including Biblical Studies, Classics and Ancient
History, Ancient Philosophy, Ancient Near Eastern Studies, Art History, Late
Antiquity, Byzantine Studies and Cultural Studies. Care has been taken to
ensure that the essays are accessible to undergraduates and those without
specialist knowledge of particular subject areas.
Christianity, Book-Burning and Censorship in Late Antiquity Dirk Rohmann
2016-07-25 It is estimated that only a small fraction, less than 1 per cent, of
ancient literature has survived to the present day. The role of Christian
authorities in the active suppression and destruction of books in Late
Antiquity has received surprisingly little sustained consideration by
academics. In an approach that presents evidence for the role played by
Christian institutions, writers and saints, this book analyses a broad range of
literary and legal sources, some of which have hitherto been little studied.
Paying special attention to the problem of which genres and book types were
likely to be targeted, the author argues that in addition to heretical,
magical, astrological and anti-Christian books, other less obviously subversive
categories of literature were also vulnerable to destruction, censorship or
suppression through prohibition of the copying of manuscripts. These include
texts from materialistic philosophical traditions, texts which were to become
the basis for modern philosophy and science. This book examines how Christian
authorities, theologians and ideologues suppressed ancient texts and associated
ideas at a time of fundamental transformation in the late classical world.
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John Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion Bruce Gordon 2016-05-17 An
essential biography of the most important book of the Protestant Reformation
John Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion is a defining book of the
Reformation and a pillar of Protestant theology. First published in Latin in
1536 and in Calvin's native French in 1541, the Institutes argues for the
majesty of God and for justification by faith alone. The book decisively shaped
Calvinism as a major religious and intellectual force in Europe and throughout
the world. Here, Bruce Gordon provides an essential biography of Calvin's
influential and enduring theological masterpiece, tracing the diverse ways it
has been read and interpreted from Calvin's time to today. Gordon explores the
origins and character of the Institutes, looking closely at its theological and
historical roots, and explaining how it evolved through numerous editions to
become a complete summary of Reformation doctrine. He shows how the development
of the book reflected the evolving thought of Calvin, who instilled in the work
a restlessness that reflected his understanding of the Christian life as a
journey to God. Following Calvin's death in 1564, the Institutes continued to
be reprinted, reedited, and reworked through the centuries. Gordon describes
how it has been used in radically different ways, such as in South Africa,
where it was invoked both to defend and attack the horror of apartheid. He
examines its vexed relationship with the historical Calvin—a figure both
revered and despised—and charts its robust and contentious reception history,
taking readers from the Puritans and Voltaire to YouTube, the novels of
Marilynne Robinson, and to China and Africa, where the Institutes continues to
find new audiences today.
Script Switching in Roman Egypt Edward O. D. Love 2021-12-06 Script Switching
in Roman Egypt studies the hieroglyphic, hieratic, demotic, and Old Coptic
manuscripts which evidence the conventions governing script use, the domains of
writing those scripts inhabited, and the shift of scripts between those
domains, to elucidate the obsolescence of those scripts from their domains
during the Roman Period. Utilising macro-level frameworks from
sociolinguistics, the textual culture from four sites is contextualised within
the priestly communities of speech, script, and practice that produced them.
Utilising micro-level frameworks from linguistics, both the scripts of the
Egyptian writing system written, and the way the orthographic methods
fundamental to those scripts changed, are typologised. This study also treats
the way in which morphographic and alphabetic orthographies are deciphered and
understood by the reading brain, and how changes in spelling over time both
resulted from and responded to dimensions of orthographic depth. Through a
cross-cultural consideration of script obsolescence in Mesoamerica and
Mesopotamia and by analogy to language death in speech communities, a model of
domain-bydomain shift and obsolescence of the scripts of the Egyptian writing
system is proposed.
Christianity and the Transformation of the Book Anthony Grafton 2009-06-30
Christianity and the Transformation of the Book combines broad-gauged synthesis
and close textual analysis to reconstruct the kinds of books and the ways of
organizing scholarly inquiry and collaboration among the Christians of
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Caesarea, on the coast of Roman Palestine. The book explores the dialectical
relationship between intellectual history and the history of the book, even as
it expands our understanding of early Christian scholarship.
In the Hands of God Johanna Bard Richlin 2022-05-24 How evangelical churches in
the United States convert migrant distress into positive religious devotion Why
do migrants become more deeply evangelical in the United States and how does
this religious identity alter their self-understanding? In the Hands of God
examines this question through a unique lens, foregrounding the ways that
churches transform what migrants feel. Drawing from her extensive fieldwork
among Brazilian migrants in the Washington, DC, area, Johanna Bard Richlin
shows that affective experience is key to comprehending migrants’ turn toward
intense religiosity, and their resulting evangelical commitment. The conditions
of migrant life—family separation, geographic isolation, legal precariousness,
workplace vulnerability, and deep uncertainty about the future—shape specific
affective maladies, including loneliness, despair, and feeling stuck. These
feelings in turn trigger novel religious yearnings. Evangelical churches
deliberately and deftly articulate, manage, and reinterpret migrant distress
through affective therapeutics, the strategic “healing” of migrants’
psychological pain. Richlin offers insights into the affective dimensions of
migration, the strategies pursued by evangelical churches to attract migrants,
and the ways in which evangelical belonging enables migrants to feel better,
emboldening them to improve their lives. Looking at the ways evangelical
churches help migrants navigate negative emotions, In the Hands of God sheds
light on the versatility and durability of evangelical Christianity.
Indigenous Peoples And Religious Change Peggy Brock 2005 Ten historians and
anthropologists analyse religious change as it was experienced by Indigenous
Peoples in and around the Pacific and southern Africa in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
History of Christianity Paul Johnson 2012-03-27 First published in 1976, Paul
Johnson’s exceptional study of Christianity has been loved and widely hailed
for its intensive research, writing, and magnitude—“a tour de force, one of the
most ambitious surveys of the history of Christianity ever attempted and
perhaps the most radical” (New York Review of Books). In a highly readable
companion to books on faith and history, the scholar and author Johnson has
illuminated the Christian world and its fascinating history in a way that no
other has. Johnson takes off in the year AD 49 with his namesake the apostle
Paul. Thus beginning an ambitious quest to paint the centuries since the
founding of a little-known ‘Jesus Sect’, A History of Christianity explores to
a great degree the evolution of the Western world. With an unbiased and overall
optimistic tone, Johnson traces the fantastic scope of the consequent sects of
Christianity and the people who followed them. Information drawn from extensive
and varied sources from around the world makes this history as credible as it
is reliable. Invaluable understanding of the framework of modern
Christianity—and its trials and tribulations throughout history—has never
before been contained in such a captivating work.
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The Tragedy of Empire Michael Kulikowski 2020-01-07 Michael Kulikowski traces
two hundred years of Roman history during which the Empire became ungovernable
and succumbed to turbulence and change. A sweeping political narrative, The
Tragedy of Empire tells the story of the Western Roman Empire’s downfall, even
as the Eastern Empire remained politically strong and culturally vibrant.
Egypt in Late Antiquity Roger S. Bagnall 1996 Focusing on Egypt from the
accession of Diocletian in 284 to the middle of the fifth century, this book
brings together information pertaining to the society, economy and culture of a
province important to understanding the entire eastern part of the later
The Religions of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia A. H. Sayce 2020-03-16 "The
Religions of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia" by A. H. Sayce. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that
need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
The Price of Monotheism Jan Assmann 2009-10-29 Nothing has so radically
transformed the world as the distinction between true and false religion. In
this nuanced consideration of his own controversial Moses the Egyptian,
renowned Egyptologist Jan Assmann answers his critics, extending and building
upon ideas from his previous book. Maintaining that it was indeed the Moses of
the Hebrew Bible who introduced the true-false distinction in a permanent and
revolutionary form, Assmann reiterates that the price of this monotheistic
revolution has been the exclusion, as paganism and heresy, of everything deemed
incompatible with the truth it proclaims. This exclusion has exploded time and
again into violence and persecution, with no end in sight. Here, for the first
time, Assmann traces the repeated attempts that have been made to do away with
this distinction since the early modern period. He explores at length the
notions of primary versus secondary religions, of "counter-religions," and of
book religions versus cultic religions. He also deals with the entry of ethics
into religion's very core. Informed by the debate his own work has generated,
he presents a compelling lesson in the fluidity of cultural identity and
beliefs.
Living I Was Your Plague Lyndal Roper 2021-05-04 "Martin Luther inspired strong
emotions not only in his religious and political opponents, but also in those
who knew him. People either loved or hated him, and even today he can elicit
intense emotional reactions. Always a controversial figure, his influence is
nonetheless pervasive, particularly in Germany where he has left an indelible
imprint on the culture, musical, linguistic, material, and visual. This book
reflects on the way Martin Luther carefully crafted an image of himself, how
others portrayed him for their own purposes (both during his life and after),
and the ongoing legacy of these images. Though Luther had a magnetic quality
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both in life and in death, Roper does not shy away from discussing and
grappling with his less savory side. Luther was highly aggressive and could be
foul-mouthed, especially when speaking of his enemies. He was virulently antiSemitic and he tended toward misogyny, even for a man of his time. Moving
nimbly from analysis of Luther's portraits to his dreams, his anti-Pope
propaganda, and even the Playmobil Luther figures of today, Roper presents new
sides of this complicated man made more complicated by his followers and
detractors"-The Jesuits Markus Friedrich 2022-03-01 The most comprehensive and up-to-date
exploration of one of the most important religious orders in the modern world
Since its founding by Ignatius of Loyola in 1540, the Society of Jesus—more
commonly known as the Jesuits—has played a critical role in the events of
modern history. From the Counter-Reformation to the ascent of Francis I as the
first Jesuit pope, The Jesuits presents an intimate look at one of the most
important religious orders not only in the Catholic Church, but also the world.
Markus Friedrich describes an organization that has deftly walked a tightrope
between sacred and secular involvement and experienced difficulties during
changing times, all while shaping cultural developments from pastoral care and
spirituality to art, education, and science. Examining the Jesuits in the
context of social, cultural, and world history, Friedrich sheds light on how
the order shaped the culture of the Counter-Reformation and participated in the
establishment of European empires, including missionary activity throughout
Asia and in many parts of Africa in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He
also explores the place of Jesuits in the New World and addresses the issue of
Jesuit slaveholders. The Jesuits often tangled with the Roman Curia and the
pope, resulting in their suppression in 1773, but the order returned in 1814 to
rise again to a powerful position of influence. Friedrich demonstrates that the
Jesuit fathers were not a monolithic group and he considers the distinctive
spiritual legacy inherited by Pope Francis. With its global scope and
meticulous attention to archival sources and previous scholarship, The Jesuits
illustrates the heterogeneous, varied, and contradictory perspectives of this
famed religious organization.
Religion on the Move! 2012-11-21 In Religions on the Move, Afe Adogame and
Shobana Shankar present essays on religious expansion beyond Christian
missions, focusing on activities of migrants from Africa, Asia, and Latin
America spreading their faiths in Europe, North America, and within the
“South.”
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